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Abstract

Susceptibility statistical data, consisting of the cumulative and ongoing summary of the patterns of antimicrobial susceptibility of clinically important microorganisms, are important to the practice of medicine on several levels.

If the methods used to create, record, and analyze the data are not reliable and consistent, many of the most important applications and benefits of the data will not be realized. Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute document M39-A3—Analysis and Presentation of Cumulative Antimicrobial Susceptibility Test Data; Approved Guideline—Third Edition is an attempt: 1) to develop guidelines for clinical laboratories and their data analysis software providers for the routine generation and storage of susceptibility data, and for the compilation of susceptibility statistics; and 2) to provide suggestions to clinical laboratories for effective use of their cumulative susceptibility statistics.
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Foreword

The antimicrobial susceptibility data generated from testing individual patients’ microbial isolates can be helpful if cumulative data from such tests are assembled and appropriately reported at regular intervals. For the cumulative reports to be useful and comparable with those of previous years or other institutions, data must be obtained and presented in a clear and consistent manner.

The primary aim of this document is to guide the preparation of cumulative antimicrobial susceptibility test data reports that will prove useful to clinicians in the selection of the most appropriate agents for initial empirical antimicrobial therapy. Other analyses of antimicrobial susceptibility test data may also be of significant value to clinicians, infection control personnel, epidemiologists, pharmacists, and others, but lie outside the scope of this document.
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Updated Information in This Edition

Below is a summary of the changes in this document, which supersede the information presented in previous editions of M39. The list includes “major” changes. Other minor or editorial changes that have been made to the general formatting are not listed here.

Introduction

Added concise list of criteria required for a cumulative antibiogram report to comply with M39-A3 recommendations (replaced bullets in the Scope section).

Added list of some factors that can impact cumulative antibiogram data—not bold.

Section 3, Standard Precautions

Added new safety recommendations.

Section 4.2, Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added a list of abbreviations and acronyms used in this document.

Section 5.1, Data Export or Transmission

Added description for handing susceptibility results from multiple panels tested on a single organism.

Section 5.5.2, Desirable (organism information)

Added isolate number.

Section 6.4, Isolates

Added guidance for including the first isolate per calendar year when analyzing data for several years combined (eg, 2000-2005).

Section 6.5.2, Selective Reporting

Expanded description of selective reporting.

Section 6.7, Validation of Calculations

Added suggestion to validate software used to perform calculations when changes are made to the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) or disk diffusion interpretive criteria.
Section 6.7.1, Validation Suggestions
Added suggestion to validate software used to perform calculations with a species that is likely to be isolated multiple times from a given patient.

Section 6.7.2, Validation of Completed Cumulative Antibiogram
Added suggestion to consider analyzing data from a longer time frame (eg, two years) if fewer than 30 isolates are tested for a given species per year.

Section 6.8.1, Suggested Supplemental Analyses
Modified recommendations for presenting %S data for penicillin and *Streptococcus pneumoniae* based on the new penicillin breakpoints published in CLSI document M100.

Section 6.8.2, Supplemental Analyses on Multidrug-Resistant Organisms (MDRO)
Added new section to describe optional mechanism of presenting data when the incidence of a specific MDRO is significant in a specific facility.

Section 6.8.3, Additional Data Stratification
Revised wording to better explain the concept of data stratification.

Section 6.8.4, Examples of Selection Criteria for Supplemental Analyses
Expanded descriptions of criteria that might be used to perform supplemental analysis of subsets of data. Relocated examples to Appendix D.

Section 6.8.5, Examining Percent Susceptible for Combinations of Antimicrobial Agents
Added new section that describes analysis option to calculate %S to two antimicrobial agents in select settings.

Section 8.2.2, Website Application or Portable Document Format (PDF)
Added suggestion to make cumulative antibiogram report available for download to a portable device, if appropriate for the facility.

Section 9.1, Culturing Practices
Expanded explanation about limitations of cumulative antibiogram data based on culturing practices.

Section 9.2, Influence of Small Numbers of Isolates
Expanded discussion for combining data on organisms with low numbers to include options for collecting data over more than 12 consecutive months and/or collecting data from several comparable institutions in a geographic area.

Section 9.2.1, Formula for Combining Data From Two or More Datasets
Added steps that describe combining data from multiple datasets.

Section 9.4, Identification of New Patterns of Resistance
Included option for presenting %S data for antimicrobial agent/organism combinations where resistance is very rare, but might occur in an isolate other than the first isolate for a given patient.

Section 10, Statistical Considerations
Expanded explanations of applying statistics to cumulative antibiogram data.

Additional References (formerly Bibliography)
Updated all citations, which are now found in the References and Additional References sections.
Appendix D. Examples of Supplemental Analyses – Stratifying Cumulative Antibiogram Data by Various Parameters
Expanded examples previously located in Section 5.8.3.1 of M39-A2.

Appendix E2. Cumulative Antimicrobial Susceptibility Report Example – Antimicrobial Agents Listed by Class
Added a second example of a cumulative antibiogram report with drugs listed by class.

Appendix G. Steps for Presenting Local Cumulative Antibiogram Report to Health Care Professionals
Updated to include contemporary antimicrobial susceptibility and resistance concerns.

Appendix H. Statistical Methods for Examining Percent Susceptible
Added formula for calculating confidence intervals and expanded explanations of applying statistics to cumulative antibiogram data.
1 Scope

The recommendations set forth in this document are intended to be used by individuals involved in the following:

- analyzing and presenting antimicrobial susceptibility test data (e.g., clinical microbiologists, pharmacists, physicians);
- utilizing cumulative antimicrobial susceptibility test data to make clinical decisions (e.g., clinical microbiologists, infectious disease specialists and other clinicians, infection control practitioners, pharmacists, epidemiologists, other health care personnel, and public health officials); and
- designing information systems for the storage and analysis of antimicrobial susceptibility test data (e.g., laboratory information system [LIS] vendors, manufacturers of diagnostic products that include epidemiology software packages).

2 Introduction

This guideline presents specific recommendations for the collection, analysis, and presentation of cumulative antimicrobial susceptibility test data. Among the issues addressed are the way in which multiple isolates from the same patient are handled, the species included or combined in a statistic, the frequency of data analysis, and the format for data presentation. This guideline also identifies additional data that may be useful to certain clinicians for specialized applications.

It is important to recognize that many of the specific recommendations presented here (e.g., inclusion of only the first isolate of a given species from an individual patient) have been made with the primary aim of guiding clinicians in the selection of initial empirical antimicrobial therapy for infections. Thus, the cumulative antimicrobial susceptibility report generated according to recommendations presented in this guideline may not reveal some trends in emerging resistance, and thus cannot substitute for the careful analysis of all susceptibility data derived from examining and/or analyzing all antimicrobial susceptibility test results for individual patient management. For reports intended for other purposes (e.g., emergence of resistance during therapy, empirical therapy of later infections), other inclusion criteria may be appropriate (see Section 6.4).

A summary of the recommendations in M39-A3 that have been made with the primary aim of preparing a report to guide clinicians in the selection of empirical antimicrobial therapy for initial infections is as follows:

- analyze/present cumulative antibiogram report at least annually;
- include only final, verified test results;
- include only species with testing data for $\geq 30$ isolates (see Sections 6.4 and 7.2.2);
- include only diagnostic (not surveillance) isolates (see Section 6.4);
- eliminate duplicates by including only the first isolate of a species/patient/analysis period, irrespective of body site or antimicrobial profile (see Section 6.4);
- include only antimicrobial agents routinely tested; do not report supplemental agents selectively tested on resistant isolates only (see Section 6.5);
- report %S and do not include %I in the statistic (see Section 6.6);